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Editor in-Chief 
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Dr. Guido Link has completed an extended, very successful term of 4 years as the Editor in-Chief (EiC) of 

AMPERE Newsletter, and the Management Committee (MC) of AMPERE is seeking therefore qualified 

applicants for the soon vacated position of AMPERE Newsletter’s EiC. 

 

The Newsletter publication is a major activity of AMPERE beside and in between the biennial AMPERE 

conferences. The open-access Newsletter is quarterly published as an online magazine (at  

https://www.ampereeurope.org/newsletter/). It covers various aspects related to RF and microwave heating 

technologies, and may contain short topical articles and R&D profiles (preferably 4-6 articles in each issue), 

conference reports, professional events and news items. The Newsletter also highlights new R&D trends in the 

field by dedicated Special Issues (e.g. https://www.ampereeurope.org/issue-89/). The articles published in the 

Newsletter are either contributed by AMPERE’s members worldwide, or invited by the EiC.  

 

The EiC holds the senior editorial authority of AMPERE Newsletter, and is responsible for the proper 

continuation of the periodical publication and for its contents’ quality, validity, and relevance. The EiC may 

consult with the Editorial Advisory Board (EAB) and with peer reviewers, as s/he finds needed. 

 

The EiC’s position is termed for two years, beginning in July 2021, and it can be extended once for 

additional two years. The EiC, as well as the President, the MC members, and all other senior officials of 

AMPERE, are acting as volunteers in the non-profit organization.  

 

Applications for the EiC position, including an updated CV, shall be submitted before May 15, 2021 to 

A.C. Metaxas, the AMPERE’s EAB Chair (E-mail: acm33@cam.ac.uk). Preliminary questions or enquiries in 

this regard can be duly presented to the current EiC and to any of the EAB members (listed in the back page 

of this issue). 

 

 

 

 


